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VTFBrands (Vanity Toll Free Brands) Has a Plan For Your Business

VTFBrands offer a unique and profitable option to secure a catchy and customized vanity toll
free (VTF) number with full branding services and comprehensive packages.

ORLANDO, Fla. (PRWEB) March 08, 2018 -- Vanity Toll Free (VTF) Numbers are in great demand, and
VTFBrands is one company that offers a large selection of vanity toll numbers for businesses. VTFBrands has
become a premium source of vanity toll free numbers

What makes VTFBrands so popular is the fact that they have more than 50 generic words and phrases, like
1833-SEEKJOB, 1833FINDCPA, 1833OCOCEAN, 1833ILUVNYC and aside from that they also develop
brands, custom mobile applications, and custom lead generations software. VTFBrands is one of those few
companies with such capabilities and expertise.

Vanity toll free numbers are a salient marketing and branding tool for businesses. For instance, if you are a
florist, your vanity number can be on the lines of 1-800-FLOWER.

These catchy numbers are easy to remember and generate a higher number of calls than regular toll-free
numbers. Several studies over the years have found that businesses can have an increased return on investment
by using vanity numbers.

These numbers also increase credibility and brand awareness, while improving customer feedback system and
repeat calls and referrals. VTFBrands already have over 50 generic vanity numbers, and if you seek something
specific, VTFBrands also regularly acquires and purchases customized vanity toll free numbers for clients.

Vanity numbers are the only thing that VTFBrands does well. The company also creates high tech, search
engine- and user-friendly websites, cloud-based database for storing information, and custom mobile
applications. VTFBrands offer a complete solution for your business needs. From creating a website for you to
getting you a vanity number to a cloud-based database, VTFBrands can create everything.

VTFB is developing 1-833-LAWLEAD for lawyers. There is a plenitude of companies today that offer vanity
numbers, but VTFBrands stand out for the highest quality of service, competitive pricing, and for the huge
range of features. If prospects want a free proposal, VTFBrands is always happy to provide a free proposal.

The personalized proposal will contain a selection of vanity numbers that match your brand, a 2 to 5-year
marketing strategy for your business, a domain name to match your vanity number, a mobile application, and a
social media package. Yes, you get all this for free. If you decide to take this ahead, VTFBrands has a lot of
exciting packages depending upon the type of business.

The aim of VTFBrands is simple: find companies that need a vanity number, and then offer the opportunity to
take their business soaring higher, using VTF Branding Services.
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Contact Information
Kenneth Gross
VTF BRANDS CORP
+1 833-883-2726

Kenneth Gross
VTF BRANDS CORP
http://http:/www./vtfbrands.com/aboutus.php
833-883-2726

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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